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About This Game

About Game

Since the first watcher discovered its powers, Eternium was one thing that gave our watchers strength to overcome everything
and everybody that threatened our universe. Now, for the firs time Eternium itself is in great danger. For the fist time watchers
secret oath was broker and for the first time ever someone that is not a watcher knows about Eternium, knows how to get there

and is one power hungry, malicious, cruel witch.

Gameplay

The Game is inspired by epic fantasy itself and tower defense games. It is an endless wave based shooter which combines
different game genres.

You are not alone

Play online with up to 4 other people that can join anytime. The game scales based on the number of people playing which
makes it easer to play the game the way it's meant to be played - in multiplayer.

Unique characters

Play as one of distinct characters with unique abilities:
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Wizard - master of elemental forces. Sunglasses included because casting shiny spells is bad for your eyes.

Gunslinger - dual wielding gunner. Has a hidden passion for exploding things which he doesn't hide very well.

Archer - master of bow and arrow. Firearms are overrated.

Tinker - The Unstoppable War Machine.

Upgrade yourself

Use our session based upgrade system with unique upgrades for every character, as an tool to destroy even more foes.

Enemies mean business

Each enemy presents a dangerous foe - some of them will attack you, some of them will wait for your attacks to turn them
against you and some of them will increase the morale of other enemies and significantly speed up the pace. Others are visceral

flyers that aren't interested in the objective as much they're interested in destroying you.

Endless waves

See how long you can hold out against the relentless invaders and compete for the top spot on the global leaderboard as waves
get increasingly difficult.

Join our Discord channel: https://discord.gg/DX86an3

Disclaimer:
This game is not associated with any other fantasy movie, game or book.

Any similarity is purely coincidental.
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Title: Magic Realm: Online
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Software Wolf, ITC Studio
Publisher:
Software Wolf
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 and later

Processor: Intel i5 6600k or AMD equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 or AMD RX 580

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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I love this game. But I hate how this girl keeps on spending my money and getting fat every time i give her free time, but other
then that it's a great game. it's a really good improvement on princess maker 2 to have the father have different professions.
These professions are really important to your starting stats, your daughters beginning disposition and the jobs she can do, and
her birthdate/astronomy stats. I had a scorpio daughter whose father was a retired knight and her starting stats were nowhere as
good as the scorpio daughter with the father being a performer. plus her delinquency disposition made her do better in the mines
so i got a good deal of money in know time. It seems when the fathers have lowly professions the daughter has high stamina and
low intelligence and such. But of course with retired knight and the better professions they have higher refinement and
charisma. being i like the different stratagies you have to use. I just wish there was adventuring like in PM2. It was a good way
to get extra money, unlock other endings, and get items you wouldn't find elsewhere. One other complaint are the festivals. I
love having festivals because it's a way to win extra money. But who ever wins the festival can be random. I have to save before
a festival and reload and reload till i make sure she wins. Because even if her stats are high if her randomized competitors are
someone like Patricia, or Anita, then she's not going to win against them. I also wish there were more endings. But still this is a
great game i love it.. Great soundtrack, includes the music missing from the normal OST. Well worth it! New characters to play,
new enemies to battle, new spells, and kill other players with the Grim Reaper. Makes the game a ton more fun and interesting!.
very good game only thing is
this really needs some dedicated servers
there is no server to play on now. This would make the game more exciting.. chocobo digging is
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. There are a few good visuals, but it takes a bit more to make a game fun. The mechanics
are a bit clunky, and the arena really isn't fun. The idea of the redirect with the moving platform is a decent idea, not sure it is
the best way to go about it. My main issue is the price point. If this was $9.00 it may be worth it. I understand it is an early
game, keep up the work.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=RMnqdu-7GwI
I just love this. It's a faithful reproduction of Crystal Quest (Crystal Raider for those who only had the shareware version) which
I used to play on a black-and-white Macintosh Classic when I was a kid. Maybe it's because it's such a nostalgia trip for me, but
I find it a horrifyingly addictive experience.

Guide your inertia-powered spherical spaceship around and collect all the crystals, and if you manage to avoid all manner of
crazy monsters you might be lucky enough to get out of the opening at the bottom of the screen. If you're REALLY lucky you
might get a huge crystal and loads of points and feel like an 11-year-old again* (*last part probably exclusive to me).

'Hash Monsters', 'Sandbags' and the 'Blim Thingies' - might not be their real names - will spawn from both ends to try to stop
you, and stop you they will unless you use a lot of bombs to clear them out.

It gets very difficult, very quickly in a very entertaining way - you'll be yelling at the screen with a smile on your face. For this
price you cannot argue with its arcade madness.. One ugly m\u043ether\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er
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This game is a terrible mess and anyone who has ever bought it deserves a refund. What they did should be illegal. They are a
complete joke and should get in serious trouble. More an more game companies are doing this **** now and it needs to stop
they are just taking our money.. I feel the bullet points and key features of this game area a bit misleading. I was under the
impression that this would be more like a strategy game maybe even a turn-based game. Unfortunately it's a click-fest. You have
to click on your roots, click on your leaves, click on bugs, click, click, click to do everything and you are under a pretty tight
time-limit. I was hoping for something I could sit with my daughter and maybe teach her about how plants work. Unfortunately
there's not really any chance to reflect on what is going on since you have to click from one thing to the next. The visuals and
production values are pretty good, and she does enjoy seeing the flower grow and bloom.. everyone used to play this game but
now NO ONE PLAYS AND IT IS SO NOT FUN. I refuse to play this game without a hot cup of tea, dim lights, headphones,
and some incense burning. This unique adventure will take you for a ride with some beautifully executed pixel environments, a
soothing soundtrack, and an interesting story. Yet another game that I've found to be absolutely theraputic. An excellent
adventure to tackle one episode at a time at the end of each stressful day.. Awesome game all around. When you first start
playing you'll want more and more, it's the kinda game you'll be up all night playing. Graphics and detail to models is amazing.
You can see eveything working from steering components to driveshafts. This game is a great choice for anyone that likes
farming or simulations in general. At first its kind of a grind to build up your first amount of money but after youre about to get
better equipment the money starts rolling in.. It's the Skate 3 of Mountain Biking games \ud83d\ude0d
10\/10 Definitely recommend!. This game is amazing and better than any other pinball because you can get so many points so I
recommend to give this game a play. the other reviews are smart and to the point and i'm kinda baked.

+1. Support for linux is broken and the developer does not bother to fix it. If you are linux user maybe should try to avoid this..
A really fun and enjoyable game for all the family. Kids and grownups love it.
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